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Abstract 

The formation of soot particles in combustion depends on several factors that 
include: pressure, temperature, fuel chemical structure and extent of premixing. An 
improved version of the thermophoretic particle densitometry (TPD) method, has 
been used in this study for quantitative and qualitative characterization of soot 
particles generated in laminar partially-premixed co-flow flames having different 
equivalence ratios. To this aim, the dependence of thermocouple temperature 
response on particle concentration and properties of collected material has been 
exploited. A variety of thermal emissivity values are measured for flame-formed 
carbonaceous particles, ranging from ε ≈ 0.4 – 0.5 for freshly nucleated particles up 
to the value of ε = 0.95, typical of a mature soot particle. The correct determination 
of ε is necessary to accurately evaluate the particle volume fraction at the early 
stage of the soot formation, where particle concentration measurement is indeed 
particularly challenging. Data also evidence that oxidation has a severe role in 
affecting both soot emissivity and soot concentration determination by TPD. 
However, an attempt to include soot oxidation in the TPD volume fraction 
procedure is also illustrated resulting in a good agreement of the data obtained with 
other techniques. Moreover, a modeling analysis based on a sectional approach has 
been performed in order to corroborate the experimental findings. 
 
Introduction 

It is well established that carbonaceous particulate matter formed in combustion 
consists of a broad class of compounds whose size, nanostructure and chemical 
composition depends on the combustion conditions [1]. The difficulty in describing 
the soot formation/evolution originates from the complexity of the flame 
environment and by the large variety of parameters that affect the soot 
formation/evolution mechanism. Among the many aspects involved in the soot 
formation process, the transition from the gas-phase to the solid soot particles, i.e., 
the nucleation, is still largely debated [2]. Subsequently, early nucleated carbon 
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nanoparticles can coagulate and/or coalesce, can be subject of surface growth and, 
in addition, they can undergo carbonization and oxidation. Hence, the chemical and 
physical properties of soot nanoparticles can be significantly different, since each 
of these processes is effective in generating variations to the overall 
chemical/structural characteristics. Recent studies pointed out that coagulation co-
occur with a strong variation of the particle optical properties [3]. Also, 
carbonization and oxidation have been already demonstrated to have significant 
impact on the soot particle overall makeup [4]. From a diagnostic point of view the 
development of simple and reliable methods sensitive to both particle concentration 
and composition is particularly valuable. TPD is an attractive method to measure 
soot volume fraction in flame developed by McEnally et al. [5] and later adopted 
by our group, where changes in particle emissivity were reported as due to particle 
carbonization in premixed flames [6]. 
The objective of this work is the investigation of the physicochemical evolution of 
soot in a set of three non-smoking co-flow laminar partially-premixed diffusion 
flames from the early stages of carbon nanoparticle formation to the oxidation 
occurring at the flame tip. The results herein presented demonstrates the ability of 
TPD to probe soot volume fraction and structure during the entire soot 
graphitization process, including the early step of oxidation. 
 
Experimental approach 

Different partially-premixed atmospheric pressure co-flow laminar diffusion 
flames have been investigated. The burner is similar to that of McEnally et al. [7] 
and consists of a ~1.2 cm I.D. uncooled vertical tube for the fuel mixture and a 
10.8 cm I.D. concentric tube for the air. The air annulus is reduced at the burner 
exit by a ring with I.D. 5.5 cm to stabilize the flame [78]. The fuel mixture was 
composed by ethylene and nitrogen with flowrates respectively of 220 cm3/min and 
500 cm3/min. Primary air was also added to the fuel mixture with flowrates set to 
0, 130, and 530 cm3/min corresponding to an equivalence ratio, Φ, equal to ∞, 24, 6 
respectively. A flux of secondary air was also provided at a flow rate of 44000 
cm3/min in order to stabilize the investigated flames. Such non-smoking diffusion 
flames have been the subject of several experimental and numerical investigations 
and are identified as one of the target flames (ISF-3 Co-flow2) at the Third 
International Sooting Flame (ISF) Workshop. A picture of the three flames 
investigated is reported in Figure 1. 
TPD was used to measure soot particle volume fraction by means of the procedure 
previously described by McEnally et al. [5], and recently implemented in both 
laminar premixed and diffusion flames in order to measure the hemispherical 
thermal emissivity, ε, of the carbon layer deposited by thermophoresis on the 
thermocouple junction, thus achieving both quantitative and qualitative information 
of the flame-generated soot particles [8]. An uncoated type-R (Pt/Pt-13%Rh) 
thermocouple was used for TPD measurements. The thermocouple bead diameter, 
measured by an optical microscope, was 235 µm. A detailed description of soot 
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volume fraction and emissivity determination has been thoroughly described 
elsewhere [5, 8]. 
 

 
 
Figure 1. Images of the three different partially premixed flames, i.e. different 
equivalence ratio (Φ=∞, 24, 6). 
 

Chemical kinetic modeling 

Hydrocarbon oxidation and pyrolysis are described by a detailed kinetic 
mechanism able to model several premixed and diffusion flames at atmospheric 
pressure [9]. Fuel-rich conditions promote molecular growth and hydrogen loss. 
Acetylene and methane are the most abundant gaseous species; benzene is the first 
product of the molecular growth process. PAH formation is modeled by the HACA 
and the resonantly stabilized free radical (RSFR) mechanism and molecular growth 
is described up to pyrene. The kinetic gas-phase mechanism consists of 460 
reactions involving 120 species. All the compounds with molecular masses larger 
than pyrene are not treated as individual species, but considered as lumped species. 
Their reactions are described on the basis of similarity with gas-phase reactions 
involving PAHs. The molecular growth for the lumped species is initiated by a H 
atom loss through the H-abstraction reaction by H or OH or the spontaneous 
formation of radicals. Termination reactions of aromatic radicals are also 
considered. The formation of pericondensed-aromatic hydrocarbons (PCAHs) is 
modeled by the addition of C2H2, whereas the formation of incompletely-
condensed aromatics (aromatic-aliphatic-linked hydrocarbons, AALH) is modeled 
both by a H-atom substitutions by a pericondensed structure and by the addition of 
aromatic radicals to non-aromatic double bonds.  
Both PCAHs and AALHs can undergo unlimited growth, forming extremely large 
molecules. Moreover, AALH can also undergo dehydrogenation reactions, 
migrating to pericondensed molecules. The molecular growth process competes 
with oxidation by OH radicals and O2. Together with chemical growth, the physical 
process of PAH coagulation occurs to form particle clusters of molecules [10]. 
Particles oxidation is generally a surface process through which carbon atoms are 
subtracted from the particles. However, if the oxidizing species are able to remove 
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C atoms near a contact point between two particles constituting an aggregate or 
even penetrate the pores internally oxidizing the particle, the oxidation event 
results in the break-up of the large aggregates and particles into smaller aggregates. 
This process is a fragmentation induced by oxidation and can be seen as particular 
events of oxidation. A similar approach has been used to model fragmentation of 
particles into smaller particles.  
 
Results and discussion 

A detailed description of the procedure to evaluate the gas temperature, Tg, using 
the transient thermocouple measurements has been thoroughly described elsewhere 
[5, 8]. The measured centerline gas temperature for the three flames investigated 
are reported in Figure 2, together with the modeled profile and the same date 
reported in Ref. 7 
 

 
Figure 2. Experimental and modelled centerline gas temperature for: for Flame Φ 
=∞ (a), Flame Φ =24 (b), and Flame Φ =6 (c). 
 
In a soot-free region of a flame, the temperature measured by the thermocouple 
over the time, Tj(t), after an initial fast increase, reaches a constant value when the 
thermal equilibrium is reached, and the gas temperature, Tg, can be obtained 
solving the energy balance at the thermocouple junction [5, 7]. 
In a soot-containing region the temperature profile, after reaching a maximum 
value, decreases in time as reported in Fig.3(a). After the maximum value is 
reached, the decrease in time of the junction temperature is due to the 
thermophoretic deposition of carbonaceous particles on the bead of the 
thermocouple, which results in an increase of both the emissivity εj and the 
diameter dj of the junction. This decrease occurs in two separate stages. During the 
first regime, identified as “variable-emissivity stage”, temperature sharply drops 
since the emissivity of the junction εj is changing from the value for clean 
thermocouple to the value of the depositing particles. The variation in time of the 
emissivity is more rapid than variation of the diameter, so thermocouple bead size 
can be considered constant in this zone and equal to that of the clean thermocouple. 
Once the junction is uniformly coated, εj reaches the value of the particles covering 
the thermocouple junction. The further decrease of Tj(t) define the second regime, 
“variable-diameter stage”: the further thermophoretic deposition of soot 
additionally decreases the temperature because of the junction bead size increase 
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affecting the thermal energy balance.  
 

 
Figure 3. Junction temperature Tj vs. time measured in soot-containing region of a 
laminar premixed flame (a); Measured emissivity values vs. Z/HT for Flame Φ =∞, 
Flame Φ=24, Flame Φ=6 (b). 
 
The “variable-emissivity” and the “variable-diameter” regimes can be identified 
from the two different slope zones in the Tj(t) profile (see Fig. 3a). Particle 
emissivity can be determined by solving again the energy balance at the 
thermocouple junction at the time t=t* where the transition for the two regimes 
occurs, this time assuming εj as unknown quantity (while Tg and Tj are known). The 
measured emissivity values of the soot particles along the flames centerline is 
reported in Fig. 3b. Increasing Z/HT particle emissivity increases reaching the 
typical value of 0.95 that is usually attributed for soot particles [5]. The data in Fig. 
3b clearly show that, at the early stage of the soot formation process, particulate 
matter has lower thermal emissivity, thus probably characterized by a more organic 
chemical nature, than mature soot particles.  
 

 
Figure 4. Experimental particle volume fractions from TPD with and without 
oxidation, modeled particle volume fractions, and particle volume fractions from 
Ref. [7] for Flame Φ =∞ (a), Flame Φ =24 (b), and Flame Φ =6 (c). 
 

Figure 4 reports the experimental particle volume fractions fv from TPD, together 
with fv measured by Laser Induced Incandescence (LII) [7] and modeled profiles of 
fv. It is evident that TPD is able to measure fv with a good sensitivity in the center 
of the flame, however in the strongly oxidative region the oxidation of the particles 
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deposited on the thermocouple beads prevents measuring fv. So, we added an 
additional term of mass removal by oxidation of the soot deposited on the 
thermocouple to the mass balance equation used to evaluate fv. This soot burnout 
rate term is given by the Neoh’s kinetic expression for soot oxidation via OH [11]. 
The results obtained using the concentrations of OH from the model are reported in 
Fig.4. The correction for soot oxidation leads to a good agreement of fv data by 
TPD with those measured by LII and the modeled fv profiles. 
 
Conclusions 

In this work we have implemented a method based on the TPD technique for the 
investigation of particle evolution in flame. The method here reported has the 
advantage to be very simple, fast and cost-effective. Its major value is given by the 
ability to measure simultaneously particle volume fraction and emissivity, being 
relevant in the evaluation of flame radiative transfer but also useful to investigate 
the process of particle carbonization in flame. Moreover, the inclusion of OH 
oxidation in the mass balance equation for TPD allows to properly evaluate particle 
volume fraction in a moderately oxidative flame region. 
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